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'Miss Marshall': More than aqueen
Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year!

Volume 100 Number 38

Page edited by Butch Barker

by SHERRY KENESON-HALL White came to Marshall from White, has been a very strong sonal drive.
White's mother said her
Life! editor
Capital High School because she influence in her life, but she is "I want to succeed in my class- father would have been proud of

Senior Patricia White only
has one semester left at
Marshall, but said her time here
has been a positive experience
that has changed her life.
White, 22, a broadcast journalism major from Charleston,
was crowned Saturday as Miss
Marshall -Homecoming Queen.
"It was aandoncesomething
in a lifetime
experience
that
all girls dream of," White said. "I
was crowned and giveq adozen
roses. It was apositive experience."

Open house
focuses on
educationi
awareness
~

by JASON HUTCHINSON
reporter

It's National Collegiate EMS
week and Marshall's Emergency Medical Services is one of
200 university EMS programs
celebrating.
An open house is scheduled
for Thursday from noon to 4
p.m at the EMT/Paramedic
building located at 1705 Fifth
Ave.
are ·
theAwareness
goals set and
up byeducation
the national association. Marshall is
offering several activities to
make sure the campus is on
target with those goals.
Dave E. Gesner, coordinator
of EMT Paramedic Program,
wants to educate faculty, staff
and students at Marshall.
"Educating the Marshall
community on awide range of
emergency subjects is our goal
all
but opportunity
this week willto
givetheustime,
abetter
get specific messages out,"
Gesner said.
"We will be here to answer
questions ..."he said.
Afree blood pressure screening clinic will also be available.
CPR certification is always
available to Marshall students
and staff through the
EMT/Paramedic Program.
Students can set up individual
classes for $20 or organize a
group class at a discounted
rate.
"These events are just some
highlights for the week,"
Gesner said. "We encourage
everyone to become knowledgeable about emergencies."
More information is available at 696-2391.

said the journalism program
impressed her. After working
with her high school's closed-circuit news program, White decided she wanted to attend college
and work to become a news
anchor.
White has been amember of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
for three years and is the current
president.
She isOrder
also theof
president
of the
Omega, the Greek honorary,
and is aresident adviser on the
12th floor of Twin Towers West.
White said her mother, Alzie

also influenced by her brother,
Frederick White Jr. and her
church family at Riverview
Baptist
Charleston.
White'ins mother
said she was
excited when her daughter was
crowned Homecoming Queen.
"She's done exceptionally well
and I am really proud of her,"
said Alzie White. "She was really thrilled to be Homecoming
Queen of Marshall because she
just loves the school."
In addition to all of her outside support, White has another
source of support: her own per-

'[)GRJ(JJieeun:,
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es as well as activities," White
said, "I hope that this will make
me awell-rounded person."
Although White said Saturday was agreat moment in her
life and one she will never forget, it was also one of the saddest too. As her mother proudly
watched her receive her crown,
White was also thinking about
her
late father,
White
Sr., while
she wasFrederick
on the field.
"He is another reason that I
push myself," White said. "My
father wanted me to go on and
he wanted me to su~ceed."

her.
"She was really avery motivated child and never needed
any pushing," Alzie White said.
Patricia White said that with
most Miss Marshall's, the job
ends when they receive the
crown, but she would like to do
more with the title.
"I want to work some with
student activities," White said.
"I want to be arole model and
work with students so they may
want to work to be Miss
Marshall."
Please see QUEEN, P2
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International film festival
coming
to campus
Friday
by CAROL WIGHT
ing) and reflects its own inter-

reporter
People
from
the
world will be in around
Huntington,
Nov. 13-19, through the stories of the Fall International
Film
' ThisFestival.
is an exciting series
including stories of love,
struggle, amarriage of convenience and the will to survive," said Angela Grant of the
Marshall Artists Series office.
The six films in the fall
series include "My Life in
Pink," "Character", "The Wedding Banquet," "The Thief,"
"Mouth to Mouth," and "The
Best Thing."
Each film is scheduled for at
least three showings (see list-

national culture, according to
anews release.
"My Life in Pink," a
Belgium film, is promoted as
telling the story of the innerstruggles of Ludovic, a boy
who dresses like a girl.
"Mouth to Mouth,"the entry
from Spain, is a tale of adesperate struggling actor. "The
Thief' tells the story of Katya
during post-war Russia.
"Character" tells a story of
passion, ambition and unexpected consequences of a
father and son in the
Netherlands. "The Wedding
Banquet" is a story of a
.Chinese yuppie living in New
York. "The Best Man" shows
the upsets caused by the sud-

Hands-on
training
ava·
1
abl
e
Psychology~
WHITE

clinic open

by JOCELYN MULLINS
reporter

den discovery of passion when
Angelo Beliossi returns to his
Italian village to be
innorthern
awedding.
Marshall students may
attend one showing of each
movie, free, by bringing astudent ID to the theater. Part
time students may purchase
up to two tickets at half price.
Tickets are $6 for individual
movies. Season tickets are
available for $35.
All shows will be at the
Cinema Theatre located at
1023 4th Ave.

FRIDAY, NOV. 13

5:30 - My Life in Pink
7:30-The Thief
9:45 - Mouth to Mouth

SATURDAY, NOV.14

5:30 - The Wedding
'Sariquet

7:30 - The Best Man
9:45 - The Thief
SUNDAY, NOV. 15
2:30 - Mouth to Mouth
5:30 - The Best Man
7:30 - Character

MONDAY, NOV. 1

5:30 - Character
7:30 - The Wedding
Banquet

TUESDAY, NOV.17

5:30 - The Best Man
7:30 - My Life in Pink
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18
5:30 - The Thief
7:30 - The Wedding
Banquet

THURSDAY, NOV. 19

5:30 - Mouth to Mouth
7:30 - Character

Any Marshall student or
Huntington resident is always
welcome at the Marshall Psychology clinic.
Dr. W. Joseph Wyatt, clinic
director and professor of psychology,said therapy and evaluation services are offered to
those in need.
The training clinic, located in
Harris Hall, is for students
studying to be therapists.
These students are supervised
by licensed doctors of psychology.
"We provide awide range of
non-emergency services including therapy and psychological
evaluations," Wyatt said.
"Overall, about 75 percent of
the clinic's clients are adults
and 25 percent are children.
"Our clients suffer from anxiety, depression, habit disorders, relationship problems,
job stress and other problems,"
he said.
Child difficulties, both emotional and behavioral, are
other focuses of the clinic,
according to Wyatt. "We conduct psychological evaluations
for a host of issues including
learning disorders, attention
deficit disorders and others."
The training clinic, charges
$20 per therapy hour and $100
for acomplete psychology evaluation. '
More information is available at 696-2772.

Herd's first African American QB visits campus
by scon PARSONS
sports editor

Reggie Oliver has made a
name for himself in the annals
of Marshall football history.
What makes Reggie Oliver so
special? Oliver was the first
black quarterback in Marshall
history and the quarterback of
the team following the devastating plane crash.
Oliver was on campus this
weekend for Homecoming and
the Black Legends of Marshall
Hall of Fame weekend. He took
time to speak to aclass Friday
in Gullickson Hall about his
experiences and accomplishments.
Frte photo
was sitting in adonn room
Reggie Oliver was Marshall's first black quarterback. Oliver in"IHodges
Hall at the end of my
spoke this weekend at Marshall.

•

..

senior year in the spring when
someone came running in with a
newspaper. Ihad been selected
as an Associated Press honorable mention All-American.
"Here we were, a team that
had only won four ball games,
and Ihad been selected an honorary mention All-American.
That was saying that Iwas one
of the top quarterbacks in the
United States throughout
Division Ifootball.
"That was another proud
moment, not only for myself, but
for my teammates and for
Marshall University because
from where we started to where
the university is now as an athletic program, it would take me
along time to stand here and
tell you how proud Iam of this

University and having been a
part of that," Oliver said.
Marshall athletics was more
different in the early 1970s than
it is today.
The number of black athletes
wasn't as high as it is now. As a
matter of fact, it wasn't even
close.
"When Icame here as afreshman, I was the only black athlete on the freshman team,"
Oliver said. ' There was about 40
or 50 of us, so that was kind of
interesting, but as an athlete it
didn't really click in and bother
me because we were all players.
"I was never really subject to
the racism that some of the athletes I heard about at places
where they went to school and
when they were first in their

cities or on their campuses, I
really didn't experience that,"
Oliver said.
"Early on, one day coming
from practice, a young man
made anegative remark to me
coming offthe field," Oliver said.
"Before Icould get to him, two or
three of my other teammates
had taken care of that situation.
Those kind~ of things got taken
care of. We didn't win alot of
games, but we had alot of fun."
Oliver, while being a great
player at Marshall, was also a
coach.
"I was rewarded with the
opportunity to come back and
coach here at Marshall," Oliver
said.
Please see QB, P2
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Attendance liosrrecord-setter
Playstation
Autism training services available Tournament
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niques that are effective in supporting people with autism.
Ateam of people important in
the life of the autistic person
meet to learn about behavior
principles and techniques,
gather information about the
person and develop and implement awork plan for the individual.
Dr. Jennifer McFarland,
associate director of training
said, "Anyone important in the
life of the person with autism
should be a member of the
team."
Becker-Cottrill said this
model of training called "family
focus" was created to provide
positive behavior support to
people with autism, their families, and educators of those
with autism.
"We were able to develop and
study the positive behavior

support training model through
agrant from the center for disease control," Becker-Cottrill
said.
"Due to the success of this
project we have full support
from our advisory board to proceed with this model as our
main service delivery method
throughout the state."
In addition to the positive
behavior support model,
McFarland said the center provides avariety of services crucial for caregivers and educators of people with autism.
These services include
assessment of learning communication, social and daily living
skills, functional assessment of
behavior and individualized
program development.
McFarland describes autism
as aneurological disorder typically recognized in the first

three years of achild's life and
occurs in 15 of every 10,000
births. The disease is recognized by abnormalities in
development and communication.
Other services the center
offers are participation in individualized education planning
and follow-up services.
McFarland said college credit
course work in autism training
is available at Marshall.
The autism training center is
located at 316 Old Main.
Referrals can be made by calling the center at 1-800-3445115 or 696-2332.
The center can only accept
referrals
made by parents or
legal guardians.
Information about the positive behavior support training
program is available from
either Becker-Cottrill or Mc-

"They come and ask me questions about classes and for my
advice. It is really nice."
White said she wants to be a
role model because so many people have been role models for her.
"I am involved with the
Center for African American
Students and they have amentoring program," White said.
She credits her friend Beatrice
Spradley with having apositive
influence
freshman.on her when she was a

Spradley was the graduate
attendant for Homecoming this
year. White said it made her feel
special to share the field with
her friend and mentor.
Although White tries to concentrate on the positive
moments in her life, she also
gets down every now and then.
When that happens she just
tries to remember a Biblical
quote "Look up to the hills from
which cometh my help."
"I just think about the good

things and people in my life and
remember that God can only
give you what you can bear.
Then things always seem to
work out"
White now is looking forward
to graduation in May and plans
to attend West Virginia
University for graduate school
with her fiance, James Hopkins
III. She wants to major in political science or journalism and
then perhaps pursue a law
degree.

Herd squad didn't come long
after the start of the season following the plane crash.
In the second game, Marshall
defeated
Xavier
15-131971in itsseason
first
From page 1·
home game
in the
in
dramatic
fashion.
Oliver
"I co.ached form 1979 to 1983 threw atouchdown passto terry
and like to think that I was a Gardner on the last play of the
part
of bringing_
of those
Oliver reminisced about
players
here thatsome
brought
the game.
the moment.
first championship team to "It was exciting," Oliver said.
Marshall.
" the pressures he "It
beautiful
The
Oliver says
sunwas
was abright,
it wasgame.
the openfelt when he played aren't much ing home game and the stadium
different than those Chad was packed.
Pennington feels today.
"I think a lot of people just
"It's just the nature of the came to see that there was actuposition," Oliver said."You have ally a team on the field that
your handson the ball 100 per- early since the plane crash, so
cent of the time and people the anticipation was high. So
think the success of the team when Igot the nod as the startlieswithOliver
you."says the
.
ing quarterback
there was alitareButdifferent
as well. pressures tle
tion.nervousness and anticipa"Chad is faced with the pres- "When you're young, you're
sures of winning the Mid- kind of dumb, so we went out on
American Conference Cham- the field thinking we could get it
p1onship, trying to get into the done and some good things
top 25, trying toandwintrying
anational
happenus toandstaythein
championship
to get started
longer theyto allowed
to"Those
abowl game.
the
ball
game,
pressures really thought we could the
pull itrqore
off we
weren't therewith me, the pres- "It was really storybook in as
sure wasjust to try and win a •much as it came down to the
game or be competitive," Oliver final play of the ball game. That
said.
was fun.IwillThat
is one
of the
"I'm probably pretty honest games
always
remember."
when Isay this,but most people Oliver said that emotions ran
came to theus games
not high
during half-time and after
expecting
to win,"reallyOliver
the game.
said. "They were proud of the "I remember coach coming
fact that Marshall put ateam on into the locker room and saying
thefield when a lot of people 'you got it in the palm of your
thought Marshall was through hands, 30 more minutes of footwith football after the plane ball like you just played and this
crash."
the greatest
colThe first win for the young will
lege befootball
history.'upset
And itinhap-

pened.
"After that the tears were
flowing and everybody was
happy. Idon't think anybody left
the game too soon after that
because when we came out of
the locker room and had gotten
dressed, people were still in the
stands just totally amazed that
we had done it. But that was
storybook."
Oliver learned from his experiences at Marshall to never
take anything for granted.
"I've been lucky," Oliver said
"I have been around some pretty
good people, tried to live life like
it's supposed to be lived and I
did that as aresult of the things

Ilearned here at Marshall. The
biggest part of that being the
plane crash.
"I learned that nothing is
promised to you. For those of
you putting things till tomorrow
or next week or next year, you
might want to look into getting
them done because that's what
those guys had done.
"At the time of the plane
crash, we were all planning to
goto each others' homes during
the Thanksgiving break. They
didn't get to do that.
"So Ilearned earlyon to live
life to the fullest," Oliver said.
"If I check out today, the world
doesn't owe Reggie anything."

by KATHERINE LEWIS

reporter
For caregivers and educators
of people with autism, the
autism training center provides alink between evolving
training techniques and putting those techniques into
practice.
One of those evolving techniques is called positive behavior support training.
According to Dr. Barbara
Becker-Cottrill, executive
director of the autism training
center, the positive behavior
support training program is a
national trend toward the way
educators
services
for
those with provide
disabilities
especially those with challenging
behavior.
The program is based on nonaversive behavior support tech-

Queenroyalty
more
than
•From page 1

White wanted to thank the students she advises on the 12th
floor of Twin .Towers West. She
said they worked to campaign
for her and she is going to buy
them pizza.
"I am closer to those girls than
most R.A.s are," White said.

QB
shares
•
memories

•
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ART SUPPLIES
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FREQUENT BUY~R PROGRAM

~~
1502 •TH AVENUE •
M-F 9-6 • SAT 9-5

ONE BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN

HUNT/NOTO#

523-8400

The Department

*if.

9~

t

for Residence
Services
is accepting applications for
Resident
Advisor
positions for Spring '99

Applications may be picked up at the front desk of
any residence hall,
or in the Department of Residence Services.

DEADLINE IS
NOVEMBER 18, 1998

Requirements
G.P.A.,completion
of
two
semesters ofincolcluledege aby2.3thecumi
time/atiofueemployment
and
leadership ability.
Compensation
includes afree single room. 19 per-week
meal plan. small stipend, and valuable leadership experience.
Call Molly McClennen at 696-6208 for more information

COUPON GOOD ONLY A'f"
II 'ff-HSMONOAY-f=°A.IOAY,
1601
3A.O AVE.
5-10 P.M.
II Bµy areg. footlong sub
and get a
second footlong sub of equal or
II lesser
value for 99¢ with coupon
expiresNovember 30,1998
L

------- ----------
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reporter
At Tuesday's Student Government meeting, Student
Body President Mackenzie
Howard told the senate the
EA Sports' Playstation
Tournament Monday was a
record setter in the company's history.
"They [EA Sports] have
been doing this for three
years, this being their first
year at Marshall. In that
time, the most players they
have had were 54. We set the
record with 64 players. I
especially want to thank
Mike Warren and Shawn
Walker for their help."
Matt Garrett was the winner of the tournament.
Howard also asked SGA
members to attend the Memorial Ceremony this Friday
at noon in front of the
Student Center to remember
the victims of the 1970 plane
crash.
The ROTC will place their
colors at the fountain and
SGA and the Ceredo-Kenova
Fire Department will be
placing wreaths.
Howard spoke on behalf of
Special Projects Coordinator

Michael Warren about an
ad-hoc meeting for senators
interested in putting together a campus wide formal
dance in the spring.
In other business, Student
Senate and executive officers agreed that each week
executives are to make their
presentations to the senate.
Chiefabout
of Staff
Ladd
spoke
an Matt
alternative
to buying text books from
the campus bookstore.
SGA will be working with
Bookswap.com to allow students to buy, sell and
exchange their books with
other Marshall students
over the Internet.
"Students just need to go
to www.Bookswap.com on
the Internet and go to the
pagethey
and want
then type
inMUSGA
the books
and
the books they need, and the
computer acts as a matchmaker. It's that simple,"
Ladd said."Students can get
their books for alot cheaper
than they could at the bookstore."
This is a free service for
Marshall students. The
mon-ey Bookswap.com
makes comes from the
advertisements on their web

Ohio woman wins $70,000 in debts
NORTH CANTON, Ohio (AP) - Given a second choice,
Paulette Brown would probably take the money over the money pit.
Brown won a"Home Sweet Home" raffle held by Walsh University
in the spring of 1996. She was offered atwo-story brick house, valued
at $247,000, or a$175,000 cash prize.She picked the house, but her
lawyer said she had to spend $70,000 in repairs to make it livable.
"It wasn't until she received some heavy rains that she discovered there were some problems," attorney Steven Mastrantonio
said
ing." in Monday's Akron Beacon Journal. "The water. started pourBrown has suedthe college and the builder for $70,000.The college did not return acall seekingcomment Monday.
"When you\\1nsomething, it'sreallynot free," Mastrantonio said.

The Parthenon

Marshall University's Student Newspaper,
welcomes applications for spring editorial
positions:

EDITOR, MANAGING EDITOR, NEWS EDITOR,
WIRE EDITOR, SPORTS EDITOR,
LIFE1 EDITOR, PHOTO EDITOR, ONLINE EDITOR
DEADLINE to apply 4p.m. Friday, November 20.
All persons are encouraged to apply by calling 696-2736, SH 315.
The Parthenon is an A.f1lrmative Action EOE and welcomes diversity.
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Spring 98 Director's
positions avail~ble:

Mu•fc:, Sport•. New•.
Promotion•,
Continuity,
Traffic:, Programming

AppJications r,eadline

November1&

Applications can be picked up at
WMUL-FM studio-Communications 9uilding
Homes For Rent

Apts (2)
1604 Sixth
Ave.Utilities
Nice,
Great
Location,
parking.
Paid
except
Elec.
525-4959
leave message.
Like
New, Furnished
Near MU andKitchen
Med.
School.
Utilities
Paid.
Central
A/C
and
Heat.VeryNeutral
Decor.736-4375.
Spacious
and
nice. $500.
Applegrove
WW Carpet.
A/C.
Parking. 2BR
Call 523-5615.
Nice Clean Furnished. 1BR
$300+
+utilities.
Blocks Deposit
fromorMU886-5749
Call Ron21/2
at
525-6702
Jennifer at 697-6702. OR
House
forStove
Rent.and Newly
remodeled.
provided.
Hightlawn
area.Fridge
3BR
$600 mo. PH. 697-6061

Miscellaneous

Travel Services

#1BookSpring
Break
Specials!
Now
&Receive
aFree&
-Meal
Plan!!!
Cancun
Jamaica
$399,
Bahamas
$459,
Panama
City
$99.
1800-234-7007

.. .. -.
-~·-~--~-

Employnient

Looking for self-motivated

with leadership
skills
topeople
develope
home based
business
1-800-275-5744
code
LU4025
24
hr
recorded
message
FREE CDPREPAID
HOLDERS,
SHIRTS
PHONETCARDS
EARN
$1000
TIME ON CAMPUS. PARTJUST

CALL 1-800-932-0528 X64

Teacher/Counselor
for residential work,needed
4days

onrequired.
- 3 days
off.resumes
Bachelors
SendBox
to:
PAS,2Route
68,Walker,
WV
6180. 2EOE
Now
All Positions
FlexibleHiring
Schedule.
Top Pay.at
Apply
ins Quarters
Person
Gentleman'
6976968.

Van Damme found not guilty
inLOSbreach
of contract lawsuit
ANGELES (AP) - Jean-Claude Van Damme doesn't owe

Page edited by Mike Selikhov
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Gingrich calls for GOP unity

any money to Frank Dux, amartial arts expert,ajury decided
Monday. Dux claimed in the breach of contract lawsuit that "The
Quest," a1991 movie that Van Damme directed and starred in,
was similar to the manuscript "Enter the New Dragon: The
Kumite," which they both wrote. Jurors found Dux's testimony less
than credible, including his assertion that an audiotape documenting his oral agreement with the actor was destroyed inthe 1994
Northridge earthquake. Dux said he planned to appeal.
Wednesday, Nov. 11,1998
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WASHINGTON (AP)
With the new House
Republican leadership lineup
still unclear, retiring House
Speaker Newt Gingrich is calling for GOP unity in the next
Congress so the party can continue to push its "big ideas."
With heir apparent Rep. Bob
Livingston looking on, Gingrich
addressed a hotel ballroom
packed with Republican loyalists Monday night in aspeech
that was part nostalgia, part
defense of his four years as
speaker and part roadmap for
what looms as a challenging
1999 for the GOP.
"We never had abig majority,
but we always stood for big
ideas. And that is what made
us different," Gingrich,· R-Ga.,
told about 250 listeners at a
dinner held by GOPAC, the
Republican fund-raising and
candidate recruitment group he
once headed.
"And let me say that if every
Republican will pull tog~her
with Bob Livingston, these big
ideas will continue to move us
forward," he added.
Gingrich's 45-minute speech,
marked by several standing
ovations, was his first since he
stunned the political world last
Friday by abdicating the speakership, following an election
that nearly cost his party its

House majority.
When the new Congress convenes in January, the GOP will
have a223-211 House majority,
plus an independent who usually votes with Democrats.
That means that just six
Republican defectors will be
enough to defeat any GOP initiative.
Before the speech began,
Livingston, R-La., strode into
the room with his wife, Bonnie,
to astanding ovation from the
guests. Livingston and Gingrich, longtime friends, smiled
broadly as they shook hands
and patted each other on the
shoulders, and then sat across
from each other at the same
table.
Hours earlier, Livingston all
but ensured that he will succeed Gingrich when his only
announced opponent, Rep.
Christopher Cox, R-Calif.,
withdrew from the race. During
the speech, Gingrich referred to
Livingston, the 55-year-old
chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee, as
"the next speaker of the
House."
The contest for House majority leader, the No. 2House GOP
job, was still raging. The current leader, Rep. Dick Armey,
R-Texas, was fighting for the
post against Reps. Steve

Largent, R-Okla., the conservative and former football star,
and Jennifer Dunn, R-Wash.,
who is more moderate.
Republicans said Rep.
Howard P. "Buck" McKeon, RCalif., intends to enter the race.
His office said an announcement was set for today.
The third-ranking House
Republican, Rep. Tom DeLay of
Texas, was unopposed.
Rep. John Boehner of Ohio,
the No. 4leader, is being challenged by Rep. J.C. Watts of
Oklahoma, the House's only
black Republican. Rep. George
Radanovich of California withdrew from the contest late
Monday and endorsed Watts.
But for one night, the focus
shifted from those leadership
races to Gingrich, whose strategizing pushed the House GOP
into majority status in the 1994
elections after four decades in
the minority.
The evening echoed those initial, hectic days in late 1994
and early 1995 when he first
captured the public eye. The
audience boisterously chanted
"Newt, Newt, Newt," while
Gingrich quoted futurist
authors and even flashed his
old, laminated copy of the
"Contract With America," the
GOP's 1994 campaign document that promised House

votes on tax cuts, a welfare
overhaul and eight other
issues.
He said little about his·
future, other than pledging to
be an active citizen. By remaining in Congress, he said he
would be "an excuse for divisiveness and factionalism. The
ideas are too big, the issues are
too important for any one person to put their office above the
good of the country and the
party."
"A great speech," said one of
his critics, Rep. Matt Salmon,
R-Ariz., who watched the
remarks on television. "Everything he hit were themes that
won us the majority four years
ago, and he somehow forgot for
atime."
"There are still lots of hurts.
Every sentence had ahistory to
it," said Rep. Christopher
Shays, R-Conn., who was in the
audience.
Gingrich even poignantly
spoke of the GOP debacle that
was last Tuesday's voting.
"I can't pretend to any of you
that I saw it coming, because
frankly I thought Iwas in one
world at 6o'clock and was in a
different world by midnight,"
said Gingrich, who had predict.ed significant GOP gains.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
marvel of the interstate highway system is not just that it
runs through all 50 states, but
that most of it is free. Adriver
can angle from Key West, Fla.,
up to Bellingham, Wash., and
easily avoid any tollgates.
'The end of the free ride may
be just over the horizon, though.
Aprovision in the nation's
new $203 billion transportation
spending law lets up to three
states add tolls on their interstates. Advocates say the test
program is the only way for
some cash-strapped states to
maintain their overburdened
roads. 'They also believe amore
widespread use of tolls may
help reduce future highway
congestion.
Truckers and other heavy
road-users say interstate tolls
amount to double taxation. It is
gas taxes, they note, that paid
for President Eisenhower's
grand vision of acost-free, concrete grid speeding commerce
and people from coast to coast.
'They plan to fight any request
for tolls. They will make
Arkansas, whose highway com-

mission has already voted to
apply for atoll permit, "ground
zero" in their campaign.
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge
has also proposed tolls for
Interstate 80, a major eastwest artery, and Florida officials have mentioned tolls as a
way to relieve congestion on
Interstate 4 outside Orlando.
States between Seattle and
Chicago have also long-complained about through traffic
that speeds from the port to
points east with heavy costs to
them.
"We want to kill this in
Arkansas and stop it from
spreading to other states," said
Walter B. McCormick Jr., president of the American Trucking
Associations. Joining the group
are the Arkansas Motor Carriers Association, the American
Highway Users Alliance, Americans for Tax Reform and the
National Association of Truck

Stop Operators.
One of the new law's supporters, the International Bridge,
Tunnel and Turnpike Association, said tolls are a rational
way to finance road construction and repairs.
"They are popular because
the person who uses the road
pays for it right then and
there," said Neil Schuster, the
group's executive director.
"'This is just arecognition that
tolls are another way to build,
maintain and finance our
'roads."
The 45,000-mile -interstate
system was begun in 1956 and
has been fueled to completion
with gas tax revenues. The
state tax varies, but the federal
portion is 18.4 cents per gallon.
States receiving interstate
highway funds have had to
agree to keep the roads they

build toll-free. Some pre-existing toll roads, including the
New Jersey Turnpike, were
incorporated into the federal
system in the belief they would
eventually become free, but Hurricane Mitch puts countries in debt
that has not happened.
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Helicopters
Over time, the federal gov- roared
into the hills with aid for the starving and Central
ernment has given states per- American
leaders faced the task of rebuilding after
mission to charge tolls on some Hurricane Mitch
set their countries back 50 years.
bridges and tunnels within the
The
presidents
nations appealed to lenders and
Eisenhower network. The high- creditors for help inofthefouraftermath
of astorm that laid their
way law passed by Congress economies to waste and took an estimated
lives.
this summer would take that a "In 72 hours, we lost what we had built,10,000
little by little, in
step further.
50
years,"
Honduran
President
Carlos
Flores
Facusse
It says that tolls could be Monday after asummit in Comalapa, 25 miles south ofsaid
the
added on up to three interstate ·capital.
He called his country's $4.2 billion debt "unpayable."
highways, bridges or tunnels
Jimmy
Carter
and
French
Prime
Minister
Lionel
Jospin
for at least 10 years, subject to have supported pardoning the foreign debt of countries ravthe approval of the Transpor- aged by Mitch. German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer
tation Department. Astate said some debts should be forgiven for Honduras and
proposing to do so must submit
an analysis "demonstrating Nicaragua, which owes $6 billion.
that the facility could not be
maintained or improved''.

'

New bill sets up three states for toll booths

Republicans plan to expand hearings
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Judiciary Committee
Republicans, sending amessage that they're not shaken by
election losses, are intensifying attacks on Democrats who
believe lying about sex is not an impeachable offense.
Republicans are even considering expanding impeachment
hearings nex't week by calling President Clinton's closest
White House adviser, Bruce Lindsey. This possibility arose
after the Supreme Court on Monday refused to shield
Lindsey from questioning by prosecutors on what conversations he had with Clinton regarding Monica Lewinsky.
"We're talking about it, yes," said Henry Hyde, R-Ill., committee chairman, less than aweek after announcing that
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr would be the only
major witness when hearings begin Nov. 19.
Despite the loss of five House seats in last week's election
and polls showing the public wants to put an end to the
Lewinsky matter, Hyde said Monday his committee was
duty-bound to proceed.

Clinton's options narrowed in Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP(- Whatever Arab and European governments may be saying privately, they are offering little
public support for amilitary attack on Iraq. And tha~ narrows President Clintqn's options and possibly what asolitary U.S. strike could accomplish.
"We don't feel lonely," State Department spokesman James
P. Rubin said Monday, broadly hinting that the West
Europeans and the Arab kingdoms privately have pledged to
assist U.S. forces in the event of an attack.
In any event, Rubin said, "Changes we have made to our
forces in the region over the last several months ensure that
an adequate level of forces exists in the (Persian) Gulf, .
should their use be necessary."
President Clinton is pondering the consequences of using
force, what to target and whether acombination of more
diplomatic overtures and an ongoing trade embargo might
persuade Iraqi President Saddam Hussein to reverse course
and resume cooperation with U.N. arms inspectors.
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' You pick it, Istick it."

-Igor,
body piercer at Davidson's Music
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CAMPUS VIEW
Letters sent to Campus View must not exceed
250 words. Opinion pieces longer than 250 words
may be used as guest columns and published elsewhere on this page.

Student supports public
forum in bathroom stalls

Hateful
atti
t
udes
aren't necessary

Iknew in my mind it would be only amatter
of time before Igot fired up. It began after the
beating death of gay University of Wyoming
student Matthew Shepard. When the opinion
letters started flying about The Parthenon's
coverage of national and campus gay issues, I
knew people were going too far.
Iguess before Igo any further, Ishould mention exactly what I'm venting about. Frankly,
I'general.
m tired of hateful people and· bad attitudes in
Bad attitudes really began to bug me Oct. 30
at about 11:45 p.m. I left my generic apartment with acigar behind my ear -yes Isometimes enjoy the nicotine and.sophistication one
can gain from astogie. AnJW!3.y, as Iwalked by
some fellow tenants, or at )east a friend of
theirs, I muttered the usual guy greeting,
"What's up?," and walked on. But, before I
made it out of their reach, one of them knocked
the cigar from behind my ear and it fell to the
ground. There was no reasoning behind his
actions.
After that, Imanaged to have agood hatefree weekend, but on Monday, Nov. 2, things
went sour again.
As Iwas walking back from my second home
- The Parthenon - to get my car so Icould
take film for the 100th anniversary issue to
Wal-Mart, Ibecame the victim of another person with abad attitude.
Iwas standing in front of the student parking lot by Sixth Avenue waiting to cross the
street when I heard acar alarm chirp. That
disarming was followed by the annoying sound
of acar alarm that was probably unnecessary
for such acheap car. Anyway, after the alarm
was set off, aguy, who Ipresume is aMarshall
student, began yelling at me from awindow in
anearby house. To avoid writing extreme profanity, I'll only mention the slightest of his
comments.
"Get the hell away from my car," he
screamed.
With
language like that Ican only guess he
is an extremely intelligent English major.
So basically he was saying I caused the
alarm to go off because Itouched his precious
car. But Ididn't.
Iam not dumb (I wasn't the one using four
letter words). I know he activated the alarm
just so he could act all bad. It's amazing what
really smart people do when they are bored.
After Idid the good deed of dropping the film
off at Wal-Mart to be developed, I began my
journey back to help with The Parthenon's
anniversary edition.
But Iwas halted by even more bad attitudes.
AsMart,
Iwaited in my car at the stoplight to exit WalInoticed some fellow Marshall students in
the car in front of me yelling at aman standing
by the road. They were calling him names like
"loser'' and saying things like "Get ajob."
After they drove away Imoved up and investigated the scene. The man was holding asign
with the words "Stranded: I'm hungry, please
help. God bless you" scribbled across it.
Trying to make up for what the inconsiderate guys in front of me did, Igave the man my
last dollar.
It's situations like these that get me boiling.
I cannot understand why some people find it
impossible to let people be themselves.
To those who criticized The Parthenon for
the coverage of gay issues: Homosexuals
deserve news coverage too - if there is anewsworthy topic - just like everybody else.
To all those who doubt, just remember gay
people are not only gay - they are humans as
well. To every person who got under my skin
recently and those who managed to get under
anyone else's ... remember how it felt to get
picked on or ridiculed as achild. Whether it
was an older brother or aclassmate making
fun of your new braces, glasses or when you
struck out while playing little league ...
remember.
Think hard about being young because I
know everyone has been the victim of some
kind of unnecessary harassment sometime in
their lives.
Butch Barker is acopy editor and staffwriter
for The Parthenon. He can be reached at 6966696.
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I'm glad to see the Matthew Shepard
Bandwagon has stopped at Marshall, and
in his name the word "faggot" and "queer"
and bathroom inscriptions are under
attack. This new task force seems to really
be ahome run for Marshall, but I am not
happy.
I for one find bathroom inscriptions a
place of excellent public forum, where one
can be in total peace and find one's true
feeling. As amatter of fact, I'm in the bathroom right now. I support the descriptive
poetry, explicit pictures, and mature dialogue that is found in on the walls of my
secona home. So leave my stalls alone.
This new task force would certainly be
more beneficial if it focused on all crime,
because I'm white and straight, and Icould
still \le the victim of acrime, whether hate,
or liked.
P.S. What is ahis/herstorian.
- Mackenzie Kearny,
West Palm Beach, Fla. freshman

'Professor
runswould
into
student'
s
car'
Controversy
surroundi
n
g
openi
n
g
of
Morrow Library stacks is continuing have fit story better,
Let me preface this letter by
expressing my heartfelt thanks
to the library staff of Marshall.
Josephine Fidler, Wendy Moorhead, Jennifer Sias and all of
the many others who comprise
that staff have done an unbelievable job in spite of the fact
that they have been, and still
are, woefully understaffed.
The demands that have been
made on them are intense and
they all have done commendable jobs. Thanks to you all,
and you can be sure that those
involved in this issue will continue to advocate significant
increases in library staff.
Having said that I now have
to address the reopening of the
Morrow stacks. This was the
goal of all involved and we are
pleased that our action has
facilitated a favorable resolution. The faculty, particularly
Dr. Taft, Dr. Walker, Dr.
Dennison to name only a few,
should be praised for their
efforts.
Their input and advice was a
vital ingredient in this equation. The students involved,
whether by signing the petition
or actually circulating it,
deserve a vote of thanks from
all members of the academic
community of Marshall University.
The coalition that resulted
from action on this issue will
continue to investigate and
address issues of concern to students and faculty, and will no
doubt be involved in other controversial issues on campus. In
fact there are still some important and unanswered questions
in regard to the library issue.
We have yet to learn (perhaps
because no one in the administration wishes to acknowledge
us) the logistics or longevity of
this move by the administration.
The January 31st re-evaluation mentioned in the press
release poses the question of
whether the action is temporary and whether the administration has plans to close the
stacks again when attention
has been diverted and emotions
have cooled.
Make no mistake, thisisnot,
and will not be acceptable! Also
the additional staff in Ms. Fox's
proposal has not yet been supplied.
Placing this extra burden on
the already overtaxed staff of
the library will likewisenot be
accepted. The library staff
must be increased to meet the
demandsof more studentsand

additional facilities. the whole
point of this movement has
been, since the beginning, to
make all library resources
available to the faculty and
students in a responsible and
responsive manner.
Some thought must also be
given to the methodology of the
resolution by the administration. In conversations with Eric
Eyre of the Charleston Gazette,
I was told that during his discussions with President Gilley
the day before the press
release, he was told that the
stacks would not be re-opened
under any circumstances.
When Eric received the press
release the next day he was so
surprised that he called Ms.
Fox at her residence to make
sure the whole thing was "not a
hoax of some sort, by the students." What caused this sudden and unexpected change?
We will probably never know
for sure what actually happened to change President
Gilley's mind, but we can be
sure about what did not happen. The decision to re-open
the stacks was not the result of
the administration suddenly
accepting our reasoning.
Ms. Fox did indeed speak to
some of us at the tables and I'm
sure she made a persuasive
argument after she realized
how committed we were.
However, the media involvement and the accessory negative publicity almost certainly
precipitated President Gilley's
decision. The timing of this
complete reversal of position
also invites question.
I seriously doubt that the
administration's abrupt reversal just prior to homecoming
was acoincidence.
The potential for further
embarrassment, especially in
the eyes of possible contributors is an aspect that would
greatly concern this administration.
This well of private money
might quite possibly be tainted
by exposure to any hint of dissatisfaction and dissent on
campus.
The fact is that the stacks
were re-opened because over
1900 of you demanded it by
signing apetition.
Why does the administration
refuse to acknowledge this
fact? Why has Gilley never spoken to anyone involved in the
petition drive?
The answer to these questions is obvious. In spite of the
wording of the press release we

0,

know that the stacks were reopened in order to facilitate
damage control.
The implication that Gilley
made his decision after enlightened reconsideration is ludicrous.
I there had not been a widespread and potentially embarrassing reaction to the policy it
would still be in effect.
There would have been no
reason to reconsider or rescind
it. The stacks at Morrow are
open because the academic
community at Marshall joined
forces and demanded it.
By refusing to recognize that
effort the administration hopes
to diminish its impact. This
transparent attempt at putting
a "spin" on the issue will not
work.
It will not work because those
of us who committed our time
and energy to the issue have no
intention of quietly fading back
into the woodwork. The coalition will not disappear.
We are already looking at
other issues of concern to the
students and faculty of
Marshall and we will be actively involved in seeking resolutions to those issues.
In the meantime we will be
closely monitoring the situation with the library.
The petition has not disappeared it has merely been withdrawn. At the first sign that
the administration is attempting to renege on its promise it
will be re-instituted immediately.
We will be watching the
staffing situation at both
libraries and will mobilize all of
the resources at our disposal to
increase and enhance the academic status quo at Marshall
University.
Anyone wanting information
on how to become involved in
this effort can reach us at
activel_at_mu@hotmail.com.
I strongly urge any student,
faculty or staff member concerned with the academic quality of Marshall University to
contact us and assist us in the
work ahead.
The coalition of students and
faculty has already made adifference on this campus, and
will no doubt make an even
larger one in the future.
Get involved; help us turn
the tide of academic indifference, help us make Marshall a
school that cares about academic integrity.
Thank You,
Patrick M. Sheehan

Dear Mr. McCune,
My name is Adam M. Martin. The story
that you printed on Friday, October 30,
1998 on the front page of the Parthenon
regarding Dr: Rick Weible and myself was
untrue.
The true story is that due to Dr. Weible's
own negligence, he was treated for slight
injuries and released.
The incident occurred at approximately 4
p.m., Thursday, October 29, 1998. I was
crossing 5th Avenue to Elm Street when Dr.
Weible ran into my car.
Dr. Weible was running, not walking, as
stated in the Parthenon. Iwas not cited due
to the fact that Dr. Weible was at fault, as
witnessed by four (4) persons and cited on
the police report.
Iam not editor of the Parthenon, but if I
were, Ifeel that Iwould have contacted the
parties involved in the incident and
received all the facts before going to print.
The article was very misleading to me
and to many other readers.
If you had taken the time to collect all the
facts, perhaps the headline would have
read "Professor Runs Into Student's Car"
rather than "Teacher Hit By Student's Car."
Sincerely,
Adam M. Martin
President, Black United Students
Senator, School of Medicine, SGA
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NFL official on injured reserve

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Ed Coukart,the umpire in Monday night's

Green Bay-Pittsburgh game,broke his nose in the first quarter and
was forced to leave the game.Coukart was one of seven officials in
referee Ron Winter's crew. Because the NFL does not employ a
standby official for regular-season games,the other six officials
worked the rest of the game by themselves. It was not immediately
known on which play Coukart was injured. Coukart, avice president
of acommercial bank, is in his 10th year as an NFL official.
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Playing on adillerent kind ol lield ...

All-Mac first-team
by KRIS SULLIVAN

Thundering Herd varsity football players are not the only ones participating in gridiron
action these days. This week, other students participated in aSony Playstation tournament,
"NCAA Football 99," in Marco's Lounge in the basement of Memorial Student Center. Players
included Donnie Richardson of Winfield, asenior political science major, and Tommy
Parham of Beckley, asophomore management information systems major. The contest is
nationwide with 34 schools participating. Marshall had one of the largest groups of participants with 64 students. The photo inset shows some of the action on the screen.

Olbermann

quits MSNBC
for
Fox Sports
NEW YORK (AP) - Former

BASEBALL

who led the team to its first
appearance in the Stanley
ESPN "SportsCenter" anchor
Cup finals last season, to a
Keith Olbermann is leaving his
NEW
YORK
(AP)
One
nightly news program on day after New York Mets four-year, $12 million con•
MSNBC to become the main general
tract. The deal takes effect
manager Steve immediately,
sports anchor for Fox Sports Phillips took
a
a temporary contract that replacing
News.
due to
leave
of
absence
to
deal
with
Olbermann, who sought a the repercussions of a expire at the endwasof this
sea"completely broad canvas" for threatened sexual harass- son.
his work when he left ESPN in
lawsuit from aformer
June 1997, has expressed frus- ment
employee, team owners Fred
tration over having to discuss Wilpon
Nelson
the White House scandal every Doubleday and
(AP) said he would INDIANAPOLIS
day on "The Big Show," his
Indianapolis Colts fullbe back in his post or The
weeknight program on MSNBC. either
back
Craig
"Ironhead"
start of spring Heyward was placed on the
"We're thrilled to have him," fired by intheFebruary.
_ non-football injured list,
Fox Sports spokesman Vince training
Acting GM Frank Cashen ending
Wladika said today.
season. Heyward
Fox Sports paid MSNBC at will run the team until a will havehissurgery
this week
least $1 million to buy out the decision is. made.
for
a
benign
tumor at the
nearly two years remaining on
base of his skull.
his contract with the cable news
Doctors discovered asmall
service, said an NBC executive
who requested anonymity.
last week after
(AP) - growth
Olbermann was paid under TheWASHINGTON
Heyward
complained of
Capitals blurred vision
$700,000 a year at MSNBC, signedWashington
in his right
goalie
Olaf
Kolzig,
and USA Today said he will
eye.
earn about $1 million at Fox
Sports.
Olbermann's last show on
MSNBC is expected to be Dec.
4. "Dateline NBC" correspondent John Hockenberry is the
leading contender to replace
Olbermann, according to the
NBC executive.
Olbermann will anchor
Fox's two-hour sports highlight show that airs at 10
@
p.m. in every time zone,
Wladika said.

reporter
Senior midfielder Tommy Greenawalt was
voted to the first-team soccer All-MidAmerican Conference team this week.
Greenawalt, who transferred to Marshall
from
named
MVP Rider
of his
the sophomore
Universityyear,ofwasVirginia
Tournament and MAC Player of the Week.
He was also named to the Soccer American
Team of the Week. His eight goals and one
assist helped seal his place on the All-MAC
team.
Greenawalt played in his final collegiate
game this weekend and plans to play with
the Rage, aminor league soccer team, when
he graduates. The pre~law major is also looking for an internship to help supplement his
soccer earnings.
Greenawalt said he credits Coach Bob Gray
with giving him awinning attitude and being
afather figure during his years here.
Freshman Wayne Bennett and senior Hugo
La Reservee were named second-team AllMAC.

Photo by Dave McCorm,ek

Senior midfielder Tommy Greenawalt was
selected to the first- team soccer All-Mac this
week. He plays in his final collegiate game this
weekend.

Hall of Farner begins treatment

HERTFORD, N.C. (AP) The
Catfish
Hunter'seriousness
s condition ofstruck
him
last spring in the middle of his
son's baseball season at
Perquimans County High
School.
The Hall of Fame pitcher
began feeling numbness in his
right
handbatting
and became
unableor
to throw
practice
even grip abaseball.
He called it a"mini-stroke" at
the time, and doctors couldn't

tell him if it was anything
worse.
Six months later, they did.
Hunter, 52, was diagnosed
with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou
Gehrig's Disease. He will begin
treatment this week at Johns
Hopkins Medical Center in
Baltimore.
ALS is a progressive, ultimately fatal neurological condition that affects motor skills. It
is named for Gehrig, the New

York Yankees' Hall of Farner
who died from the disease in . .
1941 at age 37.
Hunter was baseball's first
big-money free agent when he
signed a$3.75 million contract
with the Yankees on New Year's
Eve 1974.He won 224 games in
a 15-year career with the
Yankees
Athletics.
won4
the AL Cyand
Young
Award He
in 197
and helped the Yankees win
two World Series champi•
onships.
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Library chimes cause students to hear
ringing in their ears
The 16 bronze bells were first installed in October of 1983 and
now are controlled by acomputer system. The system was
installed for acost $16,000.
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Piercings more than just alad
by KETWAN T. CREWS
reporter ·

Gone are the days when
putting ahole in your body was
called an injury. With the
increasing populaz-4y of body
piercing, those extra holes are
nothing short of chic.
But those who wish to adorn
their bodies with rings and
bars should know exactly what
it involves, according to partakers of the rage.
Eyebrows, tongues, belly buttons and nostrils are just afew
of many places one can get
pierced. However, piercings are
not limited to these areas, said
Igor, abody piercer at Davidson's Music, 932 Fourth Ave.
"The weirdest piercing lever
did was putting little barbells
through aguy's knuckles," Igor
said. "It was awesome."
Igor, who has 49 piercings,
says he pierces pretty much
whatever customers come up
with.
"You pick it, I stick it," he
said.
Igor, who has been body
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' You pick it, Istick it."

Igor,
piercing for about eight years, that customers must sign a
said he started when he was a release form stating that they
teenager.
are at least 18 years old before
"I was like 15 when Ipierced they can be pierced. They do
my nose one day," he said.
check identification.
pain and swelling.
Afterward, his friend asked Age isn't the only restriction Once a customer decides
Igor to pierce him, too. He has some
piercers
enforce.
Some
what
piercing and jewelry they
been piercing bodies ever since. also insist on aproper state of want, the piercing can begin,
Piercing involves more than mind, Moona said.
Moona said.
just experience. One must be "We will not pierce anyone After she gets the skin and
licensed by the Cabell County drunk or under the influence of piercing equipment prepared,
Health Department to begin drugs," she said.
Moona marks the place where
So, if someone staggers in ·the piercing will be and gets the
piercing, Igor said.
To ensure safety, much prepa- drunk, they might as well stag- customer's approval.
ration goes into body piercing, ger right back out.
Once the piercing is comMoona, who has been pierc- plete, Moona informs her cushe said.
"We sterilize everything with ing for three years, said she tomers how to correctly take
what's called an autoclave. It's uses surgical stainless steel care of their piercing to ensure
like apressure cooker. It cleans jewelry, and that all equipment safe healing.
everything with steam. It like is sterilized and thrown into a Piercings start at $35 and are
fire hazard container after use. priced depending upon the type
super heats," Igor said.
After sterilization, the actual She said before she begins of earring or barbell one choospiercing with· a needle can piercing, she explains to her es. The pieces come in avariety
customers the procedure she of colors and shapes.
begin.
Moona, abody piercer at The does, and what some of the Igor and Moona both said the
Inkwell, 1327 Fourth Ave., says after effects might be, such as majority of their customers are
students.
Students have a number of
reasons for wanting to get
pierced, Igor said.
Weirton sophomore Chris
Look said, "I got my eyebrow
pierced because I saw afriend
who had one and Iliked it."
Huntington native Sili Fitisemana, who has atongue piercing, said, "I did it on adare."
Arlington, Va., sophomore
Martina Fernandes, who has a
labret, achin piercing, said, "I
had been wanting to do it for
two years because nobody had
it. It's a way of expressing
myself, plus it enhances my lips
and Ithink my lips look really
sexy with it."
Other students say they just
like the way piercings look on
their fellow classmates.
Williamson senior Joreene
Jackson, who has abelly button
piercing, said, "I think guys
with tongue piercings look very
seductive."
Rock Hill, S.C., junior B.J.
Moona, body piercer at The Inkwell, firmly holds Sili Fitisemana's tongue in place while she Epps,
said, "I find it attractive
pierces it.
when women stick out their
body piercer at Davidson'sMusic

.

TOP: Barbells

are common
jewelry for
tongue rings
MIDDLE:
Chins
are becoming a
more popular
place for
jewelry.
BOTTOM:The
eyebrow is first
clasped with forceps then aneedle is inserted in
the pinched skin
before the hoop
is placed in the
hole.

tongue ring and roll it around."
Sometimes the pain is alot to
handle for students.
Though he likes the way
piercings look on others, Epps
said he won't get one.
"I'm scared it will hurt and
my mom would kill me," Epps
said.
Epps' presumption proved
true in Fernandes' case.

"It hurt," Fernandes said. "It
was like when you bite your lip
really hard."
Students are usually nervous
about getting piercing , Igor
said.
But after they get it done,
they are surprised that 1t doesn't hurt all that much, he said.
Igor said they think it's great
afterwards.

'Siege' assaults senses and provides intelligent action
by TED DICKINSON
reporter

If you're anything like most American moviegoers, you probably went to see "The Waterboy"
last weekend. This weekend, treat yourself to
some more intelligent entertainment by watching "The Siege."
In the film's opening scene, forces commanded
by General William Devereaux (Bruce Willis)
kidnap an Arab sheik. The combination of realtime satellite video with a view of the action
from the ground gives the scene afeel similar to
amovie based on aTom Clancy novel.
Cut to New York City and FBI Special Agent
Anthony Hubbard (Denzel Washington), investigating abomb threat on abus. The bomb detonates, but is filled with blue paint instead of
explosives.

Suspecting the beginning of more severe terrorist activity, Hubbard and partner Frank
Haddad (Tony Shalhoub) begin investigating
Arab-American terrorist groups. Through extensive use of forensic evidence, the FBI team slowly begins to put together the pieces of the puzzle
leading to the terrorists.
After being sidetracked by the efforts of amysterious CIA operative (Annette Benning), the
federal government decides the FBI can't handle
the case alone. Devereaux's soldiers are summoned, declare martial law and detain all young
Arab-American males in Brooklyn, hoping to
round up the terrorists.
"The Siege" manages to grab the viewer from
the beginning, maintaining an amazing level of
suspense until the end. The combination of
Lawrence Wright's script and Edward Zwick's
djfecting maintains asense of ur~ency through-

out, even during scenes containing nothing more than
dialogue.
Washington and Willis 'The Siege,'
offer excellent acting, start- rated R, is now
aying at
ing off as colleagues and plCamel
turning into adversaries by and theot Theater
the film's end. Benning's Huntington Mall
performance, however, is
dull as her character's back- Cinema 6.
ground and role in the
movie is poorly defined.
The film's most pleasant surprise is Shalhoub.
He keeps the action from getting too serious
without drawing attention from himself. He
delivers one-liners throughout the movie with
impeccable comic timing, developed during his
years as Antonio on the television series "Wings."
The cinematography takes on a grand scale,

with more aerial shots than most films in recent
memory. One scene where abomb detonates in
the middle of astreet is particularly well done,
with the motion slowed to the point where individual shards of glass can be seen falling to the
ground.
Excellent films have one thing in common: the
viewer keeps asking themselves questions about
it after they've left the theater. I know I kept
asking myself, "Who
is the real villain Review Guide
here?" long after getting back to my
apartment.
Total waste
Do yourself afavor
Not bad
and see "The Siege"
Good
this weekend.
Amust see
You won't be disappointed.

***
***
****

